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Instant noodle is from Osaka in 1958  
Ikeda city Next to the OU campus

World eats: 
8.5×1010 eats/year ~12 eats/person/year

!4

Chicken ramen (noodle) Cup noodle
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Facilities in Japan

Bled workshop
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• Y. Nambu (Special professor) 
   SSB chiral symmetry

1

Physics Department,   
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• H. Nagaoka (Atom: nucleus + electron) 
– Firtst president

• H. Yagi (Yagi antenna) 
– First chairman

• S. Kikuchi (First cyclotron in Japan)
– Electron diffraction

• H. Yukawa (First Nobel Laurite)
– Meson theory
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Heavy quark baryons  
Hadronic molecules as exotic candidates — Pc

1. Hadrons — Standard and beyond, exotics 
2. New data Pc from LHC 
3. Interpretation  
      — hadronic molecule with tensor force — 
(4.  Other exotics — Doubly heavy) 
5.  Summary

Heavy and chiral dynamics result in molecules

Atsushi Hosaka 
RCNP/Osaka & JAEA/Tokai & RIKEN
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1.Hadrons  
Standard and beyond, exotics
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Standard (minimal) structure

p, n, Δ, Λ, Σ:  Baryons  ~  qqq 
π, ρ, K, η, σ:  Mesons   ~  qq

M. Gell-Mann G. Zweig

• Successful for ground state properties; masses, magnetic moments…
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Exotics
Beyond the standard: qqqq mesons, qqqqq baryons and more

Where and how??

Multiquarks
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Discussions started by Θ+ and X(3872)

D. Diakonov in Osaka

Θ+

Z.Phys. A359 (1997) 305-314 

Exotic anti-decuplet of Baryons: 
Prediction by the chiral Solitons

T. Nakano

PRL91, 012002 (2003) 

uudds

LEPS experiment@SPring-8

Originally designed for φ production 
with A.I. Titov
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Belle@KEK, PRL91, 262001 (2003) 

反応の進む方向

e+

e−

X(3872)
π +

π −

K +

J ψ

これらを測定し
X(3872）を突き止める

B+

B−

uucc, ddcc

More new particles
Heavy quarks

Discussions started by Θ+ and X(3872)

Confirmed by other facilities,  
Fermi Lab, SLAC, LHC, BEP, …
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Exotic signals
More in the heavy flavor sectors near the thresholds

The relevant questions: 
Do they exist? If they do, which ones? What is their internal 
structure? How best to look for them?  
Marek Karliner, QNP proceedings, 2018@Tsukuba 

Studying heavy exotic hadrons is somewhat similar to 
investigating the social life of heavy quarks: 
(a) Who with whom?  
(b) For how long?  
(c) A short episode? or  
(d) “Till Death Us Do Part”?  

Marek Karliner
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Where and how

Z(3900)

Z(4430)

X(3872)

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4.2

Hadron-hadron 
Molecule

Diquark-diquark 
Tetraquark

Example: Charmonium-like states

DD̄*

DD̄

States near thresholds are 
likely to be molecules

thresholds

extended compact

This is the issue that I want  
to discuss with you
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Molecular charmonium

PRL37,317,1977 
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Λ(1405)

VOLUME 2, NUMBER 10 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS Mxv 15, 1959

for %' that has been derived by several authors'.

W&& (r) =v[(g I V I q'c"p (r))'j AvPgf.
yc are states of the target particles i, q, is the
ground state, u are states of the extra nucleon,
V is the nucleon-nucleus interaction Pi v(r -ri),
the integration is over target particles, [ ]Av
denotes average over product states q u of
angular momentum l near energy 8, anZp&& is
the density of such states. For N near 50 and
Z nonmagic, and an extra neutron, one expects
p@~ to have less than half the normal value.
Provided that the matrix elements do not vary
in a reciprocal fashion (and there is no reason
to expect such perverse behavior), W will be less
in proportion. Since the neutron orbit completing
N = 50 is a g-orbit, W(r) is expected to be some-
what peaked at the nuclear surface. For Z near
50, and N nonmagic, p&& should have about half
the usual value. There will also be surface peak-
ing especially if neutrons have begun to fill the
h-orbit.
To discuss the effect of such changes in S" on

the strength function, s, one may use'
s- %'r u x 'dr,

where u(r) is the nucleon wave-function in the
complex potential. Between single-particle levels
(i.e., near A-100 for s-waves), not only is s de-

creased by the reduction in R, but it is further
decreased if W is surface-peaked since u(r) has
a surface node. These two facts may thus ex-
plain the discrep'ancy in the observed values of
s near N, Z =50. Near the center of a single-
particle level, lu(r) ~'- W ' and s -W ', so s is
increased by a reduction in 8'. This leads one to
expect an especially large p-wave strength func-
tion near A -90 and may help to explain why the
capture cross section at 50 kev is so large in Nb. 4
One also expects a large s-wave strength func-
tion near A -50 caused by a reduction in 8' due to
magic number 28, and there is some weak evi-
dence for this. Furthermore the observed' dimi-
nution in the width of the yhotonuclear peak near
closed shells may be associated with a reduction
in 8'.

On leave of absence from Columbia University.
~A. E. S. Green and P. C. Sood, Phys. Rev. 111,

1147 (1958).
2J. M. C. Scott, Phil. Mag. 45, 1322 (1954); C. Bloch,

Nuclear Phys. 3, 137 (1957); G. E. Brown and C. de
Dominicis, Ann. Phys. (to be published).
3C. E. Porter, Phys. Rev. 100, 935 (1955).
4J. H. Gibbons (private communication).
5R. Nathans and J. Halpern, Phys. Rev. 92, 207
(1953).

POSSIBLE RESONANT STATE IN PION"HYPERON SCATTERING

R. H. Dalitz and S. F. Tuan
Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies and Department of Physics,

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
(Received April 27, 1959)

With charge independence, it is convenient to
describe the s-wave scattering processes of low-
energy K -yroton collisions by two complex scat-
tering lengths A, and A» one each for the I=O
and I=1 channels, related to the complex phase
shifts 51 by

Scot()I = 1jAI(k),
where 4 denotes the center-of-mass momentum
of the K -p system. Since the K -p interaction
is expected to have short range (-I/mKc), Jack-
son et al.' have suggested that it is reasonable
to neglect' the energy dependence of these ampli-
tudes for c.m. energies below - 50 Mev. On this
basis, an analysis' of the K -p interaction data
available from bubble-chamber investigations at

low energies' has led to the following four solu-
tions' for these amplitudes A and A, :

Ao =(0.20+0.78i) f, A, =(1.62+0.39i) f, (a+)

Ao =(1.88+0.82i) f, A, =(0.40+0.41i) f, (b+)

and the sets (a-), (b-) obtained from (a+), (b+)
by reversing the signs of the real parts of both
A~ and A,. As Jackson and Vfyld' have recently
pointed out, the "repulsive" interactions, that is
amplitudes of the type (a-) and (b-), predict the
lower elastic scattering cross sections at very
low energies, owing to their destructive inter-
ference with the Coulomb scattering, and are in
accord with the trend found for the cross sections
at the lowest energies in emulsion studies. ~ It
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wil1. be pointed out here that this situation makes
it quite probable that there shouM exist a reson-
ant state for pion-hyperon scattering at an en-
ergy of about 20 Mev below the K -p (c.m. }thres-
hold energy. In the present discussion, charge-
dependent refinements due to the Coulomb inter-
action and the K -K' mass difference will be
neglected.
With Eq. (1), the K N-scattering amplitude for

the s-wave of isotopic spin I takes the form
(KNI T IKN) =(aI+bI)/{I k(aI+ bI)) (2)

where aI+ibI=AI and the total c.m. energy F.
equals (m +mK)(1+km/2mpmK). In the neighbor-
hood of the threshold E, =m&+~K, expression (2)
may be analytically continued as a function of E
from the real axis F.&8, into the upper half of
the complex E-plane and thus onto the real axis
8 Z, . If ar is large and negative, expression
(2) has a pole P in this neighborhood, corre-
sponding to k = -i/(al+ ibi). This pole lies close
to the real axis E &E„but on the (unphysical)
lower half-plane reached by analytic continuation
from the upper half-plane across the cut which
must exist between E =E, =m +mK and the w -Z
threshold E =mZ+mz. With solution (a-), this
particular pole occurs in the T =1 amplitude;
with solution (b-), it occurs in the T =0 amplitude.
As pointed out earlier, ' this pole leads to a res-
onance-like energy dependence of Im(K P I T IK P)
in the unphysical region 8 &8, of interest for
K-meson dispersion relations, with peak at c.m.
momentum ik =ai/(ai'+br'). The effect of this
pole on the pion-hyperon scattering in this energy
region has now been investigated. For simplicity,
our remarks here will be confined to the T =0
state [relevant for the amplitude (b-)], since this
concerns only the z - Z system. For the T = 1
state [relevant for the amplitude (a-)], the situ-
ation is quite similar, although complicated by
the participation of both z - A and m —Z systems
in general.
The amplitude for 7t - Z scattering is related to

the K -p amplitude through the unitarity condi-
tion. This relationship may be made explicit by
expressing each in terms of the K-matrix. s For
T =0 and 8&E„ the K-matrix has three real
elements, 9 n =(KNIKIKN), p =(KN IKlvZ), and
y =(wZ IKlwZ). The amplitude A(k) is expressible
in terms of these parameters as follows:

A(k) =a+ib = -n+i(q/E)P /{I+i(q/E)y], (3}
where q denotes the c.m. momentum of the g - Z

system at energy E. For s-wave interactions, '
the assumption that n, P, and y are energy inde-
pendent is appropriate in the neighborhood of
F. =E,. This is equivalent to the zero-range ap-
proximation of Jackson et al. ,' i.e., to the assump-
tion of a constant amplitude A, provided the var-
iation of q/E is also neglected, a reasonable
approximation sufficiently close to 8 =F, After
identifying A with the expression (3) at E =E„ it
is convenient to choose for the remaining param-
eter the g - Z scattering phase shift o, at this
threshold energy. The g - Z scattering phase
shift o Z at energy E is then given by

q 1 1+ikX (-a-b tano, )—coto =-cote,
q, Z X ' 1+ikX(-a+b coto, )

where q, corresponds to the threshold energy
Eo, and X =Eo/E will henceforth be replaced by
unity.
For comparison with the expression (2), the

further approximation (q/q, ) -1 leads from Eq. (4)
to the following expression for the g - Z scatter-
ing amplitude,

(1 - ik&}sin&, + ikbcosu, i o,
1 ik(a-+ ib)

This expression (5) also has a pole at k = -i/(a+ib).
The expressions which correspond to (3) and (5)
without these approximations similarly have a
complex pole in common.
To indicate the energy dependence of o Z for

E&E„Eq. (4) may be written"

(q/q, ) I+ cotaZ =cot(cx, -8}, (6)
where 8 is the angle

e=g-y=arg( . -kf -arg(a+ib ] ~a+ ib) '

shown in Fig. 1. When a is large and negative,
the pole P lies close to (and to the left of) the
positive imaginary k-axis. As 0 runs from 0 up
the imaginary axis past P, the angle 8 increases
rapidly from zero to large values (at most 180').
If b/a«l and -90'& go «0' (or 90' ~ so-180'),
then o Z will definitely pass through +90 between
energies E, and E,[1 - I/(2a'm mK)], an energy
range over which the zero-range approximation
appears well justified. However, the energy at
which o Z =+90' does not generally coincide with
the peak of Im(KN I T IKN); in fact, if oo is posi-
tive and a little below 90, it is quite possible
that 0 Z does not take the value +90 within the
energy range for which the zero-range approxi-

….

….

PhysRevLett.2.425
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 2.  New data from LHC 
For baryons
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New Pc’s from LHC

7-8 TeV pp collision Λb → p, J/ψ, K−

Λb

p

J/ψ

J/ψ–p 
invariant mass  
plots

bud → udscc̄ → (uud)(cc̄)(sū)

K

(cc̄)(sū)

(uud)

Three-body: Dalitz plots

Equivalent to  
J/ψ–p scattering

J/ψ

p
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PRL122 (2019) no.22, 222001 
New Pc’s from LHC
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Figure 6: Fit to the cos ✓Pc-weighted mJ/ p distribution with three BW amplitudes and a
sixth-order polynomial background. This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses
and widths of the P+

c states. The mass thresholds for the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 final states are
superimposed.

approximately 5MeV and 2MeV below the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 thresholds, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, making them excellent candidates for bound states of these systems.
The Pc(4440)+ could be the second ⌃cD⇤ state, with about 20MeV of binding energy, since
two states with JP = 1/2� and 3/2� are possible. In fact, several papers on hidden-charm
states created dynamically by charmed meson-baryon interactions [31–33] were published
well before the first observation of the P+

c structures [1] and some of these predictions
for ⌃+

c D
0 and ⌃+

c D
⇤0 states [28–30] are consistent with the observed narrow P+

c states.
Such an interpretation of the Pc(4312)+ state (implies JP = 1/2�) would point to the
importance of ⇢-meson exchange, since a pion cannot be exchanged in this system [10].

In summary, the nine-fold increase in the number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays recon-

8

mJ/ψp [GeV ] =            scattering energyJ/ψp

Resonance peaks
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3. Interpretation
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Thresholds, ΣcD and ΣcD*

Three states are just below the thresholds
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⇤0 thresholds, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, making them excellent candidates for bound states of these systems.
The Pc(4440)+ could be the second ⌃cD⇤ state, with about 20MeV of binding energy, since
two states with JP = 1/2� and 3/2� are possible. In fact, several papers on hidden-charm
states created dynamically by charmed meson-baryon interactions [31–33] were published
well before the first observation of the P+

c structures [1] and some of these predictions
for ⌃+

c D
0 and ⌃+

c D
⇤0 states [28–30] are consistent with the observed narrow P+

c states.
Such an interpretation of the Pc(4312)+ state (implies JP = 1/2�) would point to the
importance of ⇢-meson exchange, since a pion cannot be exchanged in this system [10].

In summary, the nine-fold increase in the number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays recon-

8

uudcc

udc - uc 
Σc(*)  -  D(*)

J/ψ p

Formation  
of molecule 
near thresholds

Decay

uudcc

2455 1870 2010
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Constituents Σc(*)-D(*)

udc uc

D:  J = 0 
D*: J = 1 

Σc : J = 1/2 
Σc*: J = 3/2   

ΣcD

ΣcD*

Σc*D

Σc
*D*

4310

4385

4460

4520

Particle channels Threshold masses Possible spins

1/2

1/2, 3/2

1/2, 3/2

1/2, 3/2, 5/2

There are seven near threshold states
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Interactions  
Dormant Heavy quark and active Chiral

Between hadrons, color force is suppressed 
=> Meson exchange force for light quarks

Light diquark Light quark

spin-dependent
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Pion exchange force

Pion (meson)  
exchange

V( ⃗q ) = − ( gA

2fπ )
2

⃗s1 ⋅ ⃗q ⃗s2 ⋅ ⃗q
⃗q 2 + m2

π

Spontaneous symmetry  
breaking  NambuYukawa

®`¶îŒ�+�

Δt

u )ĀôđŒéťŚĳ�gÚĴŋŘŞĳĬ�

�ćQŒñĄ(ΔE=mπc2(ņĻī	
ŪƁƐŰƕķFĴŋĲšƖ	

E ~ mpc
2 +mnc

2

E ~ mpc
2 +mnc

2

E ~ mpc
2 +mnc

2 +mπc
2

 ΔEΔt ~ !

(ģ)�

ĄQ+TŒ�ÂWtĈ�	
	
	
ΔtŒ�ćņĻī�ćQķSC8Ĭ	

Pion: 
= NG boson of JP = 0– 
Pseudoscalar coupling

Work done at Osaka 
in 1934

Special professor  
at Osaka 2006 - 2015
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Tensor force of OPEP

Tensor operator flips the orbital angular momentum ΔL = 2
S12( ̂q) = ⃗s1 ⋅ ̂q ⃗s2 ⋅ ̂q −

1
3

⃗s1 ⋅ ⃗s2

S-waves may couple to D-waves 
[ΣcD]1/2,  [Σc*D]1/2,  [ΣcD*]1/2,  [ΣcD*]3/2, [Σc

*D*]1/2, [Σc
*D*]3/2, [Σc

*D*]5/2

* J = 3/2 state has more D-wave couplings

Coupled channels 2s+1LJ

J = 1/2:   ΣcD (2S1/2) - ΣcD* (2S1/2) - ΣcD* (4D1/2) 

J = 1/2:   ΣcD (2S1/2) - ΣcD* (2S1/2) - ΣcD* (4D1/2)  
J = 3/2:   ΣcD* (4S3/2) - ΣcD* (2D3/2) - ΣcD* (4D3/2)      
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2nd order nature

⟨ΣcD*(4S3/2) |T |ΣcD*(4S3/2)⟩

∼ ⟨ΣcD*(4S3/2) |V |ΣcD*(4D3/2)⟩
1

ES − ED
⟨ΣcD*(4D3/2) |V |ΣcD*(4S3/2)⟩

ΣcD*(4S3/2) ΣcD*(4D3/2) ΣcD*(4S3/2)

V V

Attractive!∼
|⟨ΣcD*(4S3/2) |V |ΣcD*⟩ |2

ES − ED
< 0
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Model calculation

Hadronic molecule with OPEP + 5q core

has the overlap with the meson-baryon channel but should
be included separately in the system.
Thus, our model Hamiltonian, expanded by the open-

charm MB and 5q channels, is written as

H ¼
!
HMB V

V† H5q

"
ð1Þ

where the MB part HMB contains Ki; the kinetic energy of
each MB channel i and Vπ

ij; the OPEP potential, and H5q

stands for the 5q channels. For simplicity, we consider that
H5q is diagonalized by the 5q channels (denoted by α) of
Table II and its eigenvalue is expressed by Mα. The off-
diagonal part in (1), V, represents the transition between the
MB and 5q channels. In the quark cluster model, such
interactions are modeled by quark exchanges accompanied
by gluon exchanges. In the present paper, we shall make a
simple assumption that ratios of transitions between various
channels i ∼MB and α ∼ 5q are dominated by the spectro-
scopic factors, overlaps hijαi. The absolute strengths are
then assumed to be determined by a single parameter.
Various components of the Hamiltonian are then written as

ðHMB
ij Þ ¼

0

B@
K1 þ Vπ

11 Vπ
12 % % %

Vπ
21 K2 þ Vπ

22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA;

ðH5q
αβÞ ¼

0

B@
M1 0 % % %
0 M2 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA ð2Þ

and

ðViαÞ ¼ ðhijαiÞ ¼

0

B@
V11 V12 % % %
V21 V22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA: ð3Þ

Now let us consider the coupled equation for theMB and
5q channels, Hψ ¼ Eψ , where ψ ¼ ðψMB;ψ5qÞ,

HMBψMB þ Vψ5q ¼ EψMB;

V†ψMB þH5qψ5q ¼ Eψ5q:

Solving the second equation for ψ5q, ψ5q ¼
ðE −H5qÞ−1V†ψMB and substituting for the first equation,
we find the equation for ψMB,

!
KMB þ Vπ þ V

1

E −H5q V
†
"
ψMB ¼ EψMB: ð4Þ

The last term on the left-hand side is due to the elimination
of the 5q channels, and is regarded as an effective
interaction for the MB channels. Thus, the total interaction
for the MB channels is defined by

U ¼ Vπ þ V
1

E −H5q V
†: ð5Þ

We then insert the assumed 5q eigenstates into the second
term of (5),

Uij ¼ Vπ
ij þ

X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji ð6Þ

where E5q
α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. In this

equation, we have indicated the meson-baryon channel by
i, j, and 5q channels by α. In this way, the effects of the 5q
channels are included in the form of effective short range
interaction. The corresponding diagram of this equation is
shown in Fig. 1. The computations for the OPEP and the
short range interactions are discussed in the next sections.

B. One pion exchange potential

In this subsection, we derive the one pion exchange
potential (OPEP) between D̄ð&Þ and Yc in the first term of
Eq. (6). Hereafter, we use the notation D̄ð&Þ to stand for a D̄
meson, or a D̄& meson, and Yc to stand for Λc, Σc, or Σ&

c.
The OPEP is obtained by the effective Lagrangians for

heavy mesons (baryons) and the Nambu-Goldstone boson,
satisfying the heavy quark and chiral symmetries. The
Lagrangians for heavy mesons and the Nambu-Goldstone
bosons are given by [50,96–100]

LπHH ¼ gπTr½Hbγμγ5A
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FIG. 1. One pion exchange potential (left) and the effective
interaction due to the coupling to the 5q channel (right). The
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respectively, and i is for the initial and j the final channels. A 5q
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Coupled channels of MB and 5q

has the overlap with the meson-baryon channel but should
be included separately in the system.
Thus, our model Hamiltonian, expanded by the open-

charm MB and 5q channels, is written as

H ¼
!
HMB V

V† H5q

"
ð1Þ

where the MB part HMB contains Ki; the kinetic energy of
each MB channel i and Vπ

ij; the OPEP potential, and H5q

stands for the 5q channels. For simplicity, we consider that
H5q is diagonalized by the 5q channels (denoted by α) of
Table II and its eigenvalue is expressed by Mα. The off-
diagonal part in (1), V, represents the transition between the
MB and 5q channels. In the quark cluster model, such
interactions are modeled by quark exchanges accompanied
by gluon exchanges. In the present paper, we shall make a
simple assumption that ratios of transitions between various
channels i ∼MB and α ∼ 5q are dominated by the spectro-
scopic factors, overlaps hijαi. The absolute strengths are
then assumed to be determined by a single parameter.
Various components of the Hamiltonian are then written as

ðHMB
ij Þ ¼

0

B@
K1 þ Vπ

11 Vπ
12 % % %

Vπ
21 K2 þ Vπ

22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA;

ðH5q
αβÞ ¼

0

B@
M1 0 % % %
0 M2 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA ð2Þ

and

ðViαÞ ¼ ðhijαiÞ ¼

0

B@
V11 V12 % % %
V21 V22 % % %
% % % % % % % % %

1

CA: ð3Þ

Now let us consider the coupled equation for theMB and
5q channels, Hψ ¼ Eψ , where ψ ¼ ðψMB;ψ5qÞ,

HMBψMB þ Vψ5q ¼ EψMB;

V†ψMB þH5qψ5q ¼ Eψ5q:

Solving the second equation for ψ5q, ψ5q ¼
ðE −H5qÞ−1V†ψMB and substituting for the first equation,
we find the equation for ψMB,

!
KMB þ Vπ þ V

1

E −H5q V
†
"
ψMB ¼ EψMB: ð4Þ

The last term on the left-hand side is due to the elimination
of the 5q channels, and is regarded as an effective
interaction for the MB channels. Thus, the total interaction
for the MB channels is defined by

U ¼ Vπ þ V
1

E −H5q V
†: ð5Þ

We then insert the assumed 5q eigenstates into the second
term of (5),

Uij ¼ Vπ
ij þ

X

α

hijVjαi 1

E − E5q
α
hαjV†jji ð6Þ

where E5q
α is the eigenenergy of a 5q channel. In this

equation, we have indicated the meson-baryon channel by
i, j, and 5q channels by α. In this way, the effects of the 5q
channels are included in the form of effective short range
interaction. The corresponding diagram of this equation is
shown in Fig. 1. The computations for the OPEP and the
short range interactions are discussed in the next sections.

B. One pion exchange potential

In this subsection, we derive the one pion exchange
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FIG. 1. One pion exchange potential (left) and the effective
interaction due to the coupling to the 5q channel (right). The
meson-baryon channels are generally represented by D̄ and Yc,
respectively, and i is for the initial and j the final channels. A 5q
channel is denoted by α.
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5q states are eliminated 

Kinetic term
OPEP

Effective potential from 5q

Solving this equation, eigenstates (resonances), phase shits, …

One parameter V
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Actual coupled channels of MB

ΣcD

Σ*c D

ΣcD*

Σ*c D*

ΛcD

ΛcD*

J/ψ p
Decays into hidden channels 
are suppressed

Observed width
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Figure 6: Fit to the cos ✓Pc-weighted mJ/ p distribution with three BW amplitudes and a
sixth-order polynomial background. This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses
and widths of the P+

c states. The mass thresholds for the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 final states are
superimposed.

approximately 5MeV and 2MeV below the ⌃+
c D

0 and ⌃+
c D

⇤0 thresholds, respectively, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, making them excellent candidates for bound states of these systems.
The Pc(4440)+ could be the second ⌃cD⇤ state, with about 20MeV of binding energy, since
two states with JP = 1/2� and 3/2� are possible. In fact, several papers on hidden-charm
states created dynamically by charmed meson-baryon interactions [31–33] were published
well before the first observation of the P+

c structures [1] and some of these predictions
for ⌃+

c D
0 and ⌃+

c D
⇤0 states [28–30] are consistent with the observed narrow P+

c states.
Such an interpretation of the Pc(4312)+ state (implies JP = 1/2�) would point to the
importance of ⇢-meson exchange, since a pion cannot be exchanged in this system [10].

In summary, the nine-fold increase in the number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays recon-

8

Σ*c D̄ Σ*c D̄*

• More predicted: one at           and three at 
•                                         :  This is due to the tensor 

Σ*c D̄ Σ*c D̄*
E(J = 3/2) < E(J = 1/2)

3/2    1/2
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This contradicts with naive expectation of  spin-spin interaction

E( ↑ ↑ ) > E( ↑ ↓ )

E(J = 3/2) < E(J = 1/2)

Determination of the spin is very important
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Ming-Zhu Liu, Ya-Wen Pan, Fang-Zheng Peng,  
Mario Sánchez Sánchez, Li-Sheng Geng, Atsushi Hosaka,  
Manuel Pavon Valderrama. 
arXiv:1903.11560 [hep-ph]. 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 122 (2019) no.24, 242001.

Seven states under HQSS
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Masses of seven states  
are determined by two parameters

!" =
$
% (' + '

∗*) !" =
$
% ('"( + '

∗")

! = #$%&[()
*()],) - ,)*�#. ∑ %&[()

*01()],) - (31,)*)5
167

3

Scenario Molecule J
P B (MeV) M (MeV)

A D̄⌃c
1
2
� 13.1 � 14.5 4306.3 � 4307.7

A D̄⌃⇤
c

3
2
� 13.6 � 14.8 4370.5 � 4371.7

A D̄
⇤⌃c

1
2
� Input 4457.3

A D̄
⇤⌃c

3
2
� Input 4440.3

A D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

1
2
� 3.1 � 3.5 4523.2 � 4523.6

A D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

3
2
� 10.1 � 10.2 4516.5 � 4516.6

A D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

5
2
� 25.7 � 26.5 4500.2 � 4501.0

B D̄⌃c
1
2
� 7.8 � 9.0 4311.8 � 4313.0

B D̄⌃⇤
c

3
2
� 8.3 � 9.2 4376.1 � 4377.0

B D̄
⇤⌃c

1
2
� Input 4440.3

B D̄
⇤⌃c

3
2
� Input 4457.3

B D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

1
2
� 25.7 � 26.5 4500.2 � 4501.0

B D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

3
2
� 15.9 � 16.1 4510.6 � 4510.8

B D̄
⇤⌃⇤

c

5
2
� 3.2 � 3.5 4523.3 � 4523.6

TABLE I. Predictions for the S-wave HQSS molecular multiplet
of heavy antimeson-baryon molecules, as derived from the lowest-
order contact-range potential which contains two unknown couplings
Ca and Cb. The potential for each particle and spin channel (the
“Molecule” and “J

P” columns) can be checked in Eqs. (3-9). In all
cases we assume that the isospin of the listed molecules is I = 1

2 . We
determine the value of the Ca and Cb couplings from the condition of
reproducing the location of the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) resonances,
which are known to be close to the D̄

⇤⌃c threshold. We do not know
however the quantum numbers of the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457), but
consider two possibilities instead: in scenario A the 1

2
� molecule is

identified with the Pc(4457) and the 3
2
� with the Pc(4440), while sce-

nario B assumes the opposite identification.

Notice however that we have not propagated the uncertainty
in the masses of the input data — the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457)
— neither have we taken into account the experimental uncer-
tainty in the location of the Pc(4312). That is, the preference
for scenario B is probably not particularly strong. For com-
parison purposes, the seminal works of Refs. [2–5], predict
the J

P = 1
2
� and 3

2
�

D̄
⇤⌃c states to be degenerated. Mean-

while Ref. [6] predicts the 3
2
�

D̄
⇤⌃c molecule to be more

bound, a conclusion which is deduced from the strength
and sign of the one pion exchange potential in S-waves and
which corresponds to our scenario A. The molecular iden-
tifications of the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) that are derived
from the one boson exchange models of Refs. [32, 59] are
equivalent to our scenario B, i.e. the scenario favored by
our calculations.

Yet, as previously explained, the really exciting aspect of
being able to determine both Ca and Cb is that now we can pre-
dict all the seven heavy antimeson-baryon molecules. This is
done in Table I for scenarios A and B, where in both cases the

seven molecules are always predicted but the specifics of their
location changes slightly depending on the chosen scenario,
particularly in what regards the D̄

⇤⌃⇤
c

molecules: for scenario
A binding increases with the spin quantum number, while the
contrary is true for scenario B. We notice the prediction of
a D̄⌃⇤

c
bound state at 4370 � 4380 MeV, thought the iden-

tification with the Pc(4380) pentaquark peak of Ref. [1] is
problematic owing to the broad nature of this state. Our
conclusion that the HQSS multiplet for the heavy meson-
baryon molecules is complete has been independently con-
firmed in Ref. [60].

To summarize, the recent analysis of the LHCb col-
laboration supports the hypothesis that the pentaquark-like
Pc(4312), Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) resonances are indeed D̄⌃c

and D̄
⇤⌃c molecules. Not only that, this experimental observa-

tion unlocks the possibility of the theoretical prediction of all
the seven S-wave heavy antimeson-baryon molecules, which
incidentally provides the first example of a full and complete
HQSS multiplet for hadronic molecules. The identification
of the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) with D̄

⇤⌃c bound states is am-
biguous: both the J

P = 1
2
� and J

P = 3
2
� quantum numbers are

in principle possible. In this regard the spectroscopic predic-
tions of the contact-range effective field theory we use in this
manuscript indicates a preference for identifying the Pc(4440)
and Pc(4457) with the J

P = 1
2
� and the J

P = 3
2
� molecule, re-

spectively. The specific spin of the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457)
molecular candidates is however inconsequential for the pre-
diction of the HQSS multiplet. Though the present theoretical
exploration focuses only on the spectroscopy of the molecular
pentaquarks, the eventual discovery of the missing members
of the HQSS multiplets at their predicted locations will by it-
self represent a very strong case in favor of their molecular
nature. Yet future investigation of their decays and produc-
tion mechanisms will be essential to disentangle the nature of
these pentaquark-like states. Finally we stress that the idea of
HQSS multiplets provides a clear and concise ordering princi-
ple for molecular states which, in analogy to the SU(3)-flavour
multiplets in the light hadron sector, has the potential to help
interpret the results of future experimental searches of exotic
states and improve our understanding of the non-perturbative
strong interaction.
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4.  Other exotics — Doubly heavy

Threshold

ss cc bb

Qq-Qq

|Vss̄ | < |Vcc̄ | < |Vbb̄ |

More tightly 
bound

Hidden heavy QQ

V = QQ̄Strong Coulomb attraction ~ MQ

Coulomb like for QQ

Color electric potential ~ α2M
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4.  Other exotics — Doubly heavy
QQqq QQqq

Attractive qq 
may form molecule

Weak qq 
may NOT form molecule

Possible but  
suppressed

Strong QQ may form 
absolutely stable states
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Summary

• Hadronic molecule is formed for hidden heavy system. 
• Recent LHCb’s finding could be a good example. 
• Heavy and chiral interplay: 
       Suppression of kinetic energy 
       Interaction between light quarks 
• The spin doublet J = 1/2,  3/2 is the unique system to 

test the tensor force, first example. 
• Doubly heavy quark system may exist absolutely stable.
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From quarks of QCD to hadrons

6 46. Plots of cross sections and related quantities

σ and R in e+e− Collisions
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Figure 46.6: World data on the total cross section of e+e− → hadrons and the ratio R(s) = σ(e+e− → hadrons, s)/σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, s).
σ(e+e− → hadrons, s) is the experimental cross section corrected for initial state radiation and electron-positron vertex loops, σ(e+e− →
µ+µ−, s) = 4πα2(s)/3s. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV. The curves are an educative guide: the broken one
(green) is a naive quark-parton model prediction, and the solid one (red) is 3-loop pQCD prediction (see “Quantum Chromodynamics” section of
this Review, Eq. (9.7) or, for more details, K. G. Chetyrkin et al., Nucl. Phys. B586, 56 (2000) (Erratum ibid. B634, 413 (2002)). Breit-Wigner
parameterizations of J/ψ, ψ(2S), and Υ(nS), n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are also shown. The full list of references to the original data and the details of
the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. Corresponding computer-readable data files are available at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, May 2010.)
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2015 2019

New Data from LHC

m(K̄p), m(J/ψ p)Dalitz plots for 

nine times more statistics →
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Figure 5: Invariant mass squared of K�p versus J/ p for candidates within ±15 MeV of the ⇤0
b

mass.

describing the decay dynamics. Here ✓A and �B are the polar and azimuthal angles of B
in the rest frame of A (✓A is known as the “helicity angle” of A). The three arguments of
Wigner’s D-matrix are Euler angles describing the rotation of the initial coordinate system
with the z-axis along the helicity axis of A to the coordinate system with the z-axis along
the helicity axis of B [11]. We choose the convention in which the third Euler angle is
zero. In Eq. (1), dJA�A,�B��C (✓A) is the Wigner small-d matrix. If A has a non-negligible
natural width, the invariant mass distribution of the B and C daughters is described by
the complex function RA(mBC) discussed below, otherwise RA(mBC) = 1.

Using Clebsch-Gordan coe�cients, we express the helicity couplings in terms of LS
couplings (BL,S), where L is the orbital angular momentum in the decay, and S is the
total spin of A plus B:

H
A!BC
�B ,�C

=
X

L

X

S

q
2L+1
2JA+1BL,S

✓
JB JC S
�B ��C �B � �C

◆
⇥

✓
L S JA
0 �B � �C �B � �C

◆
,

(2)
where the expressions in parentheses are the standard Wigner 3j-symbols. For strong decays,
possible L values are constrained by the conservation of parity (P ): PA = PB PC (�1)L.

Denoting J/ as  , the matrix element for the ⇤0
b ! J/ ⇤⇤ decay sequence is

M
⇤⇤

�⇤0
b
,�p,��µ ⌘

X

n

X

�⇤⇤

X

� 

H
⇤0
b!⇤⇤

n 
�⇤⇤ ,� 

D
1
2
�⇤0

b
,�⇤⇤�� (0, ✓⇤0

b
, 0)⇤

H
⇤⇤
n!Kp
�p, 0

D
J⇤⇤

n
�⇤⇤ ,�p

(�K , ✓⇤⇤ , 0)⇤R⇤⇤
n
(mKp)D 1

� ,��µ
(�µ, ✓ , 0)⇤, (3)

where the x-axis, in the coordinates describing the ⇤0
b decay, is chosen to fix �⇤⇤ = 0. The
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Figure 2: Dalitz plot of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� candidates. The data contain 6.4% of non-⇤0

b backgrounds,
which are distributed smoothly over the phase-space. The vertical bands correspond to the
⇤⇤ resonances. The horizontal bands correspond to the Pc(4312)+, Pc(4440)+, and Pc(4457)+

structures at m2
J/ p = 18.6, 19.7, and 19.9GeV2, respectively.

smooth parametrization of the background. Here, background refers to ⇤⇤ reflections, small
non-⇤0

b contributions (which comprise 6.4% of the sample), and possibly additional broad
P+
c structures. Many di↵erent background parametrizations are considered (discussed

below), each of which is found to produce negligible bias in the P+
c parameters in the

validation fits. Each fit component is multiplied by a phase-space factor, p · q, where p
(q) is the break-up momentum in the ⇤0

b ! P+
c K� (P+

c ! J/ p) decay. Since the signal
peaks are narrow, all fit components are convolved with the detector resolution, which is
2–3MeV in the fit region (see the Supplemental Material). Finally, the detection e�ciency
has negligible impact on the signal mJ/ p distributions, and therefore, is not considered in
these fits.

In the nominal fits, the BW contributions are added incoherently. The results of
these fits are displayed in Fig. 5 for two parametrizations of the background: one using a
high-order polynomial; and another using a low-order polynomial, along with an additional
wide P+

c BW term whose mass and width are free to vary in the fits. For both background
parametrizations, a range of polynomial orders is considered. The lowest order used for
each case is the smallest that adequately describes the data, which is found to correspond

3

m
2 J/

ψ
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Figure 46.7: R in the light-flavor, charm, and beauty threshold regions. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV.
The curves are the same as in Fig. 46.6. Note: CLEO data above Υ(4S) were not fully corrected for radiative effects, and we retain
them on the plot only for illustrative purposes with a normalization factor of 0.8. The full list of references to the original data and
the details of the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. The computer-readable data are available at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, May 2010.)
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σ and R in e+e− Collisions
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Figure 46.6: World data on the total cross section of e+e− → hadrons and the ratio R(s) = σ(e+e− → hadrons, s)/σ(e+e− → µ+µ−, s).
σ(e+e− → hadrons, s) is the experimental cross section corrected for initial state radiation and electron-positron vertex loops, σ(e+e− →
µ+µ−, s) = 4πα2(s)/3s. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV. The curves are an educative guide: the broken one
(green) is a naive quark-parton model prediction, and the solid one (red) is 3-loop pQCD prediction (see “Quantum Chromodynamics” section of
this Review, Eq. (9.7) or, for more details, K. G. Chetyrkin et al., Nucl. Phys. B586, 56 (2000) (Erratum ibid. B634, 413 (2002)). Breit-Wigner
parameterizations of J/ψ, ψ(2S), and Υ(nS), n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are also shown. The full list of references to the original data and the details of
the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. Corresponding computer-readable data files are available at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, May 2010.)
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Deuteron
Coupled channels of N(s=1/2), N(s=1/2)

J=0 NN(L=0), but no NN(L=2)

J=1 NN(L=0), NN(L=2)

Deuteron channel has attraction  
due to the second order of the tensor force

π πL = 0 L = 2 L = 0

1S0

3S1
3D1


